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Unit Adjectives 7 Unit 7.1 Adjectives can change articles When a noun begins with a vowel, the correct article to use with it is an. When a noun begins with a consonant, the correct article to use with it is a. However, adding an adjective in front of the noun can change the article. If the adjective begins with a vowel, the article should be an. If the adjective begins with a consonant, the article should be a. Let’s look at an example: An elephant becomes A large elephant, because the article is based on the adjective, which begins with a consonant. Exercise Read each adjective and noun pair below. Write “a” or “an” on the line. 1. ______________ dirty shirt



17. ___________stormy sea



2. ______________thin girl



18. ___________fierce wind



3. ______________empty dish



19. ___________angry voice



4. ______________adorable puppy



20. ___________jealous lady



5. ______________silly face



21. ___________young boy



6. ______________smelly perfume



22. ___________icy drink



7. ______________funny joke



23. ___________old woman



8. ______________emotional movie



24. ___________fast car



9. ______________wet towel



25. ___________difficult job



10. _____________easy problem



26. ___________foggy window



11. _____________interesting book



27.____________eager child



12. _____________good friend



28. ___________wicked witch



13. _____________obese man



29. ___________crazy person



14. _____________grey cloud



30. ___________enormous turnip



15. _____________hot sun



31. ___________open door



16. _____________early morning



32. ___________sad story
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Unit 7.2 Adjective Synonyms Synonyms are words with the same or similar meanings. Adjectives synonyms are similar words that describe nouns. They give same information about something or someone that we can discover with our senses. They tell how he/she/it looks, feels, sounds, smells, or tastes in the same manner. Exercise Read the sentence. Circle the adjective. Rewrite the sentence using an adjective from the word box that is the synonym of the adjective in the first sentence. filthy fast



pretty



fluffy



sad



funny



old



expensive delicious



torn



fragrant



hungry



cheerful



excellent



plump



1. The house is dirty. The house is filthy. 2. The football team is fantastic!



_____________________________________



3. The music is beautiful.



_____________________________________



4. The painting is costly.



_____________________________________



5. The girl is fat.



_____________________________________



6. The food is tasty.



_____________________________________



7. The race car is quick.



_____________________________________



8. The film was depressing



_____________________________________



9. The child was happy.



_____________________________________



10. The flowers are aromatic.



_____________________________________



11. He is hilarious.



_____________________________________



12. The clouds are puffy.



_____________________________________



13. They are famished.



_____________________________________



14. The furniture is ancient.



_____________________________________



15. The jeans are ripped.



_____________________________________
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Unit 7.3 Adjective Antonyms Antonyms are words with the totally opposite meanings. Adjectives antonyms are words that give a totally opposite description to the nouns. They tell how he/she/it looks, feels, sounds, smells, or tastes differently altogether. dirty



long easy



young full



slow



funny



quiet ugly



hot



rich dry



short



cheap



round



Exercise Read the sentence. Circle the adjective. Write the sentence that comes next, using an adjective from the word box that is the antonym of the adjective in the first sentence. 1. The clothes are not clean. The clothes are dirty. 2. The math homework is not hard.



_____________________________________



3. The party is not noisy.



_____________________________________



4. The man is not poor.



_____________________________________



5. The woman is not beautiful.



_____________________________________



6. The perfume is not expensive.



_____________________________________



7. The car is not fast.



_____________________________________



8. The movie is not serious.



_____________________________________



9. The ground is not wet.



_____________________________________



10. My uncle is not old.



_____________________________________



11. His brother is not tall.



_____________________________________



12. The world is not flat.



_____________________________________



13. They are not hungry.



_____________________________________



14. The weather is not cold.



_____________________________________



15. The song is not short.



_____________________________________
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Unit 7.4 Comprehension – The Enormous Crocodile In the biggest brownest muddiest river in Africa, two crocodiles lay with their heads just above the water. One of the crocodiles was enormous. The other one was not so big. “Do you know what I would like for my lunch today?” the Enormous Crocodile asked. “No, the Not-so-big One said. “What?” The Enormous Crocodile grinned, showing hundreds of sharp white teeth. “For my lunch today,” he said, “ I would like a nice juicy little child.” “I never eat children,” the Not-so-big One said. “Only fish.” “Ho, ho, ho!” cried the Enormous Crocodile. “I’ll bet if you saw a fat juicy little child paddling in the water over there at this very moment, you’d gulp him up in one gulp!” “No, I wouldn’t,” the Not-so-big One said. “Children are too tough and chewy., They are tough and chewy and nasty and bitter.” “Tough and chewy!” cried the Enormous Crocodile. “Nasty and bitter! What awful tommyrot you talk! They are juicy and yummy!” “They taste so bitter,” the Not-so-big One said, “you have to cover them with sugar before you can eat them.” “Children are bigger than fish,” said the Enormous Crocodile. “You get bigger helpings.”



“You are greedy,” the Not-so-big One said.” You’re the greediest croc in the whole river.” “I’m the bravest croc in the whole river,” said the Enormous Crocodile. “I’m the only one who dares to leave the water and go through the jungle to the town to look for little children to eat.” “You’ve only done that once,” snorted the Not-so-big One. “And what happened then? They all saw you coming and ran away.” 4
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“Ah, but today when I go, they won’t see me at all,” said the Enormous Crocodile. “Of course they’ll see you,” the Not-so-big One said. “You’re so enormous and ugly; they’ll see you from miles away.” The Enormous Crocodile grinned again, and his terrible sharp teeth sparkled like knives in the sun. “Nobody will see me,” he said, “because this time I’ve thought up secret plans and clever tricks.” “Clever tricks?” cried the Not-so-big One. “You’ve never done anything clever in your life! You’re the stupidest croc in the whole river!” “I’m the cleverest croc in the whole river,” the Enormous Crocodile answered. “For my lunch today I shall feast upon a fat juicy little child while you lie here in the river feeling hungry. Goodbye.”



1. The word Enormous and Not-so-big were used to describe the two crocodiles. Can you suggest other synonym adjectives to replace the two words to describe the two crocodiles Enormous - ________________, _______________, _______________ Not-so-big - ________________ , _______________, ______________ 2a. What words does the author use to describe children? ___________________________________________________________________



2b. We usually use these words with other things, can you use these words to describe a few things?



___________________________________________________________________ 3a. The Enormous Crocodile described himself as the bravest crocodile in the river Can you suggest other synonym adjectives to replace the word “brave”? 5
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Brave - ______________, _______________, ______________ 3b. Can you suggest some antonym adjectives that has the meaning opposite of brave? Antonym for brave - ______________, ______________



4a. How else does the Enormous Crocodile describe himself? Why? ___________________________________________________________________ ___________________________________________________________________ ___________________________________________________________________



4b. Does the Not-so-big Crocodile agree? Why? ___________________________________________________________________ ___________________________________________________________________ ___________________________________________________________________



5. Using your own imagination, suggest how the Enormous Crocodile could hide himself from being seen by the children. ___________________________________________________________________ ___________________________________________________________________ ___________________________________________________________________ ___________________________________________________________________ ___________________________________________________________________
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15. The jeans are ripped. ... â€œThey taste so bitter,â€� the Not-so-big One said, â€œyou have to cover them with sugar before you can eat ... â€œYou get bigger helpings.â€�. 
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